Here I would like to propose a different point of view that focuses above all on structural components of communication-especially radio and film-reshaped in the Soviet culture of the 1930s under the impression of the new mass media. My argument holds that the new Soviet communication utopia is rooted in the well-known Platonic attempt to overcome those semantic and pragmatic unreliabilities of communication which result from the process of technologizing the word through writing and (in analogy to Plato's view) typography.
This paradoxical and therefore never realizable project is both the foundation and the moving force of the strange and complicated process called "sovietization", which was pervasive during the 1930s in the Russian cultural system, having absorbed art and literature, science, philosophy, economy, law and justice, ethics, political power and, finally, love. Remarkably, it was not the plots, topics and contents that were most affected by socialist and Marxist ideology, but rather the modi and logics of representation and communication.
The media-and communication-based reconstruction of Soviet culture is helpful in explaining the late and very slow development and expansion of writing and typography in Russia. For a long time, print culture in Russia remained under the control of either the Orthodox Christian institutions or the Tsarist administration. Only beginning in the 1830s, the so-called "epoch of Smirdin" (named after a famous publishing magnate), publishing became a form of independent economic activity. The delayed process of social extension, institutionalization and mental internalization of the effects of writing and typography is the reason for the late functional differentiation of cultural spheres and subsystems such as law, economics, political power and love in Russia. The sceptical and sometimes downright obstructionist attitude towards the technologically processed word, complemented by the artificial imitation of orality in discourse, can be found in the specific poetological strategies of nineteenth-century Russian literature, such as Gogol's skaz, Dostoevsky's "polyphony" and even Tolstoy's rhetorical device of estrangement (ostranenie), which culminated in the writer's late rejection of his own oeuvre and his corresponding moralistic anti-aestheticism.
This delayed institutional and mental recognition of writing and typography, together with the notorious skepticism towards both of them, explain the unprecedented popularity that new electronic media, especially radio, gained in Russia during the media revolution. Those media produced the so-called "secondary orality" which promised to overcome semantic and pragmatic treacherousness of writing and print by eradi-cating such menaces of Russian culture as formalisation and abstraction, semantic ambiguity and individualization.
At the same time, the political and social concepts and utopian ideas of the nineteenth century were adjusted to the potential of the new media at the beginning of the twentieth century. It suffices to mention Lenin's famous definition of communism as socialism plus electrification, or the characterization of radio as a "megaphone of the Revolution".
While during the utopian avant-garde period of Russian culture (from the late 1910s through the early 1920s) the connection between the new media and Soviet society remained more or less a declaration of intent, the situation changed considerably in the following decade: new electronic media, especially radio and film, but also traditional print media, became relevant in a technological, institutional and social sense. Two simultaneous processes are particularly visible: the traditional Russian scepticism towards writing and print culture increased, while at the same time the new Soviet attitude towards orality within the framework of literacy led to the paradoxically-schizoid mode of communication that began to permeate all spheres and discourses of Soviet culture. Most importantly, from that point on every self-definition and self-description of the Russian cultural system had to be based on this new Soviet oral mode of communication. 1
A Media Theory of the Socialist Realism
When we look at literature from the point of view of functional analysis, we may define it as a subsystem within modern culture which regulates and elaborates its strategies of dealing with the semantic and pragmatic complexities of the speech production, such as interrelation of language and writing, or the intricate eye-ear asymmetry of the production of meaning. From this point of view, it becomes apparent why the sphere of literature is so structurally relevant for all discourses and functional subsystems of modern culture. Furthermore, we are able to understand why even in comparison to the nineteenth century the relevance of literature in the Soviet era increased and acquired a key role in all self-definitions of the Soviet cultural system. Soviet literature had the paradoxical task of popularizing and practicing the new "secondary orality" by utilizing writing and print media. This refers to the social and mental adoption of an attitude towards writing that suppresses the specific hermeneutic effects of the written and visualized word, producing abstraction, formalization, semantic ambiguity, individualization, self-reflection and introspection.
This anxious rejection of the hermeneutic efficacy of the written word is common in Russian culture of the first (and perhaps even second) half of the twentieth century. It is noticeable in the texts of writers and intellectuals of all ideological stripes, from Mikhail Bakhtin to Nikolai Ostrovskii and from Vladimir Nabokov to Andrei Platonov. But the most impressive illustration is provided by the linguistic theory of Nikolai Marr, elevated by Stalin to the status of official doctrine. In one particular case, Marr identifies writing with the bourgeois class enemy against whom Soviet linguistics must guard itself: [. . . ] To this day, writing is the old enemy [. . . ] and evil adversary in the science about language. [. . . ] There was a time when writing, and written language as such, obscured language. Living speech escaped of attention of scholars, which was entirely preoccupied with written language. At the same time, in Soviet culture of the late 1920s to early 1930s literature appears to be the foundation on which the new Soviet mode of communication as such, paradoxically oriented towards orality, was built. This construction connected literary production and its reception with the mass medium of the radio. One should note that this connection still remains largely unexplored, despite an abundance of research on the emergence of Socialist Realism and the first Congress of Soviet Writers. Two examples may illustrate this close connection between the institutionalization of radio as a mass medium and the emergence of Socialist Realism in the beginning of the 1930s. The first is a quote taken from the editorial article "Pisatel' i radio" in the radio journal Govorit SSSR:
For millions of people, the Congress of Soviet Writers has raised in all its depth and breadth the question of creativity, of the production of high mastery, of great ideas, great art and great simplicity.
By presenting their works on the radio, the writers put into practice the basic principle of Socialist Realism-creative work for the masses. "S'ezd sovetskih pisatele vo vs glubinu i xir postavil vopros o tvorqestve dl millionov, o produk ii vysokogo masterstva, bol xih ide , bol xogo iskusstva, bolyxo prostoty.
Vystupa so svoimi proizvedeni mi na radio, pisateli osuwestvl t osnovno prin ip so nalistiqeskogo realizma-tvorqestvo dl mass" (Anonymous 1934 : 3).
The second example is an enthusiastic statement by the writer Marietta Šaginjan:
We writers must learn to communicate by means not only of the written, but also of the spoken word. When I speak before the microphone, I have a keen sense of being connected with millions of people, and I direct the word into space with a feeling of real, responsible aim. That is the enormous significance of the writer's work for the radio.
"Nam, pisatel m, nu no nauqit s obweni ne tol ko qerez napisannoe, no i qerez proiznesennoe slovo. Kogda govor pered mikrofonom, u min ostroe owuwenie sv zi s millionami l de , i napravl slovo v prostpanstvo s quvstvom real nogo, otvetstvennogo pri ela. V tom ogromnoe znaqenie raboty pisatel dl radio" (Anonymous 1934: 7) .
In contrast to the various avant-garde poetics which all focus-even in writing and visual culture-on the oral and otherwise sound word, Socialist Realism means a writing project par excellence which simulates an oral narration thus deletes all traces of its own discursive genesis in the process of text production. From this point of view, Social Realism with its keywords like 'massovost', 'narodnost', 'ponjatnost', 'partijnost', 'tipizacia', 'položitel'nyj geroj' can be characterizied as the poetics of radiophonia.
Maxim Gorky's Project "Literaturnaja ucheba"
A highly significant effort to institutionalize the structural relevance of literature in Soviet culture is Maxim Gorky's project "Literaturnaja ucheba", which attempts to engage the masses of uneducated workers in the active production of literature. The genesis of the project (including its institutional and political aspects) is well described in Evgenij Dobrenko'st book Formovka sovetskogo pisatelja (Dobrenko 1999) , which gives a lively impression of the megalomaniac scope of the project.
Yet what has not been analyzed so far is Gorky's concrete pedagogical involvement in his own project-for example, his corrections and editing of manuscripts sent to him by young and aspiring writers. 3 Gorky's editorial practice is highly interesting because it shows his own work on language and specific effects of writing. The writer's editing of his admirers' manuscripts shows how the radiophonic poetics of Socialist Realism regulates textual and editorial practice.
To illustrate this point, I would like to refer to Gorky's editorial work on the manuscript of a novel "Vor" ("The Thief") send to him by the young writer Michail V. Luzgin (1899 Luzgin ( -1942 . "The Thief" describes a moral and political development of the protagonist Pogodin, who manages to get out of a criminal milieu, develops mature political consciousness and finally joins the Bolshevik party. This case is remarkable, because it is one of the rare cases, when a manuscript received in this way managed to sustain Gorky's severe criticism. In 1936 the novel was published in two parts under the titles Medvezhatnik (The Apartment Robber) and Oshibka (The Mistake) in the collection The Bolshevtsy. Essays on the History of the Iagoda Labor Commune of the NKVD (Bolshevtsy. Ocherki po istorii bolshevskoi imeni G. G. Iagoda trudokommuny NKVD) in the series History of Plants and Factories (Istoriia fabrik i zavodov). Luzgin's 86 page-long typoscript retains Gorky's pencil corrections made in different colors (red, blue, black) which makes it likely that Gorky went over Luzgin's text three times (Luzgin 1936) . 4 Looking at Gorky's corrections, one has to acknowledge his high professionalism as editor and proofreader able to work thoroughly and with a remarkable consistency. It is also remarkable that Gorky's corrections are not explicitly ideological but rather stylistic ones, concerning textual and narrative structure. In his essays published in the journal Literaturnaja ucheba Gorky repeatedly pointed out how important the "technique of writing", orthography and the basics of rhetorics and stilitics were. 5 When we look at Gorky's corrections we see that he consistently elimi- nates all elements of narration and textual structure that may function as recursive loops of self-reflection and self-observation in the narrative process. He also lets down all elements of the text hinting at the inner ambivalence of the protagonist which may stake his inner feelings and self-reflection against the plot and narrative logic:
Note the following example of Gorky's corrections:
Luzgin's original: 
Gorky's corrected version:
The conversation with Muromtsev left Pogodin with a feeling resembling sympathy for the old man.
"Ot besedy s Murom evym, u Pogodina ostalos quvstvo poho ee na simpati k stariku."
Here we find an interesting detail: Gorky replaces the "meeting with Muromtsev" ("vstreqi s Murom evym") with a "conversation" ("beseda s Murom eym") reducing the complex encounter, which may have included both verbal and visual elements, to a simple verbal exchange. For him, it is the verbal impression that is relevant for the protagonist's judgement. Unacceptable for Gorky is the personal, selfreflecting perspective of the protagonist which may run counter the logic of the plot and the intentions of the objective narrator:
Luzgin's original:
He even wondered if he should not join the Bolsheviks and offer them his services. A wariness acquired through the years, the knowledge that everything would not end today or tomorrow, and an intuitive, sharp sense of protest unclear even to himself, stopped him.
ideological training of the author is inseparable from the question about his technical training).
"On da e podumal ne po ti li k bolyxevikam, ne predlo it li im svoi uslugi. Godami vyrabotanna ostoro nost , soznanie, qto vse to konqits ne segodn , zavtra i stihi noe ne snoe samomu ostroe quvstvo protesta ostanavlivali ego." (Luzgin 1936: 25) Gorky's corrected version:
A wariness acquired through the years, the knowledge that everything would not end today or tomorrow, and an intuitive, sharp sense of protest unclear even to himself, stopped him from joining the Bolsheviks.
"Godami vyrabotanna ostoro nost , soznanie, qto vse to konqits ne segodn , zavtra i stihi noe ne snoe samomu ostroe quvstvo protesta ostanavlivali ego idti s bol xevikami."
This example shows how Gorky changes the entire perspective of the narration by eliminating the following sentence: "He even wondered if he should not join the Bolsheviks and offer them his services" ("On da e podumal ne po ti il k bol xevikam, ne predlo it li im svoi uslugi"). Instead of immediate acquaintance with the protagonist's self-reflection ("He even wondered" ("On da e podumal")) the reader is confronted with his behavior through the eyes of an "objective narrator" in the course of his teleological movement towards membership in the Bolshevik party. Gorky pays attention even to short sentences which may weaken the plot by referring to the protagonist's self-reflection; he crosses out, for instance, the following short sentence:
He realized that he would spend his last hours in Voronezh (On pon l, qto v Vorone e provodit poslednie qasy). In other cases, Gorky tries to define the plot structure of the novel more sharply and to increase the speed of narration by deleting the protagonist's introspections and loops of self-reflection (see: Figure 1 ):
It was so obvious to Pogodin, and so clearly did he see the future toward which the communists were striving, when each would have that which he needed and perhaps the very word "carouse" might fall out of use. But how unbelievably difficult it was to explain this to others! "Tak oqevidno to bylo Pogodinu, tak otqetlivo risovalos emu to buduwee, k kotoromu strem ts kommunisty, kogda ka dy budet imet vse emu nu noe, i mo et byt samoe slovo 'kutit ' perestanut ponimat . No kak nevero tno trudno bylo to ob snit drugim." (Luzgin 1936: 33) The following is another example in which a self-reflective passage is deleted in its entirety (see: Figure 2 ):
And in the end, who could say to whom it is known? Mistakes occur even in the shrewdest calculations of the wisest of men. Perhaps everything Pogodin had believed to be immutable, an inevitability, or a law, contained a blunder lesser men would someday laugh about. Is life not richer, more inventive and more sly than all of one's intentions?
"I kto nakone mo et znat , komu to izvestno? I v samih tonkih rasqetah samih umnyh mudre ov sluqa ts oxibki. Mo et byt vo vsem, vo qto poveril Pogodin kak v neprelo noe, kak v neizbenost , kak v zakon imeets promah, nad kotorym kogda nibud budu sme t s reb tixki. Razve izn ne bogaqe, ne izobretatel nee, ne hitree l byh predpolo eni ?" (Luzgin 1936: 42) The first of these deleted passages characteristically discloses the difficulties of externalizing and communicating mental pictures and utopian ideas that point at certain structural problems of communication.. A similar attempt by Gorky to strengthen the plot can be found in his fine-tuning of the following sentence:
Pogodin waited as though he had asked someone-not himself, but someone who loves to think everything over, who does not hurry with his answer.
"Pogodin dal, toqno sprosil kogo to, ne seb , qeloveka, kotory l bit obdumat vse, kotory ne toropits s otvetom." (Luzgin 1936: 47) Here is Gorky's revised version:
Pogodin asked not himself, but someone who loves to think everything over and who does not hurry with his answer.
"Pogodin spraxival, ne seb , a-qeloveka, kotory l bit obdumat vse kotory ne toropits s otvetom."
In the place of confrontation between the empirically observable behaviour "waited" (" dal") and the possibility of the protagonist's inner self-questioning, there remains a single fact of life-he "asked" ("spraxival"). Now the act of self-questioning seems to be externalized and orientated towards a moral authority.
Besides eliminating and shortening text pieces potentially leading to the breakup of the plot into two (inner mental sphere and an external sphere of action and behaviour) Gorky does not shy away from adding passages linking the inner mental disposition to the active, externally observable emotional reactions.
Luzgin's original:
Well, that won't happen, Pogodin will manage to deal with it, he hardly restrained himself.
"Nu, togo to ne sluqits , s tim Pogodin sumeet spravit s , on s trudom sder ival seb ." (Luzgin 1936: 50) Gorky's corrected version:
Well, that won't happen, Pogodin will manage to deal with it. He wanted to sing, dance, laugh. He could hardly restrain himself.
"Nu, togo to ne sluqits , s tim Pogodin sumeet spravit s emu.
Hotolos pet , pl sat , sme t s . On s trudom sder ival seb ."
In another case, Gorky introduces aesthetic judgments into the plot by adding to the narrative structure the interplay of cause and effect:
Pogodin read her poems by Bal'mont and Blok. Dusia listened obediently, her little child-like brow furrowed intently.
"Pogodin qital e stihotvoreni Bal monta i Bloka. Dus sluxala napr enno smorwiv detski lobik." (Luzgin 1936: 21) Gorky's corrected version: Systematically purging self-reflection from the edited texts, Gorky is equally harsh in his treatment of references to literature, language, writing and the problems of representation. The following passage is an example in which the self-reflection of the protagonist acquires an evidently metapoetic dimension that signifies the problems of representing mental dispositions through the written word. It is entirely deleted by Gorky (see: Figure 3 ):
Well, you envied the Muromtsevs because you didn't wish to work for them, because you considered it happiness to be able to live without working, while someone else works. Isn't it so? Am I not right? So admit it, dear Aleksei Nikolaevich, admit it. Now you no longer need to pretend-were you happy? In all honesty-were you happy? Were you or not? If Pogodin had been able to write stories instead of letters he would have covered many pages and would have told the story of a paltry, difficult, humiliating and meaningless life.
"Da potomu, qto vy ne ela rabotat na Murom evyh zavidovali im, potomu qto vy sqitali sqast em kogda mo no it ne rabota , kogda rabotaet kto-to drugo . Tak? Pravda? Nu tak priznava tes dorogo Alekse Hikolaeviq, priznava tes , teper u e ne prihodits otvertyvat s : oyli vy sqastlivy? Po sovestibyli sqastlivy? Byli ili net? I esli by umel Pogodin pisat ne pis ma, a povesti, ispisal by on mnogo strani , rasskazal by istori izni niqto no , t elo , obidno , bessmyslenno ." (Luzgin 1936: 47) A highly interesting deletion of a text passage is shown by the following example (see: Figure 4 ): Here Gorky furiously excises all traces of the evil resulting from the protagonist's confrontation of the process of introspection and self-reflection. This example is interesting because it echoes an old Russian Orthodox tradition of writing and representation, in which the depiction of evil becomes taboo-in contrast to the Western view exemplified by Saint Augustine or Rousseau, which sees the representation of evil in writing as an agent of change or the promise of cathartic redemption. We can find the remnants of this apophatic stance in Nikolai Karamzin's famous essay "Čto nužno avtoru" (1794/1795) as well as in Lev Tolstoy's anti-aesthetics discussed above, but the tradition surely remains in force in Russia at the end of the 19 th century, and even later, as we see in the example above.
Conclusion
Summing up our observations on Maxim Gorky's editing and correcting of Mikhail Luzgin's manuscript of The Thief, we may state that the renowned editor reacts very sensitively to all textual elements that indicate alternating structures and include some recursive or self-reflecting plot movements. This is remarkable insofar as we know that the written word, as a visual medium, works as a generator of differences, which become observable in the process of writing and reading. In writing, the production of meaning is essentially accompanied by the experience of differences, of broken, unstable and hybrid identities. While in oral performance the differential structure of sense-making seems to be eliminated by the volatility of the word being pronounced and sounding in time (or sometimes even under the extra time pressure), in the process of writing the production of meaning is not an external and technical procedure, but rather an event and a corporeal as well as mental experience.
In his editing work on Luzgin's text, Gorky achieves the simulation of an oral narration by deleting all traces of the text's written genesis. In this way, Gorky's project of "literaturnaja ucheba" finally implements the poetics of radiophonia in Luzgin's novel and creates a text of Socialist Realism which tries to deny its own origin from writing and wants the reader to believe in immaterial processes of sense-making and communication. At this point, the poetics of radiophonia and Gorky's "Literaturnaja ucheba" join the general production of a totalitarian ideology.
